Grade Ten Drama
Major unit of study in outside of class

Part one: in becoming an authority in the study and practice of theater, an actor must begin his 
work with an analysis of the work place itself. Each student, therefore, will select one of the 
playwrights below( and one of their works) and write a three page critique evaluation a number 
of different criteria. (See below)

Suggested playwrights:

•	Tennessee Williams                  Sam shepherd                1968–Women playwrights
•	Anton Chekhov                        Harold Pinter               Marsha Norman- Getting out
•	Oscar Wilde                           Arthur Miller                 Maria Forner- Fefu and Friends   
•	Thorton Wilde                        Eugene O’Neil               Beth Henely- Crime of the heart 
•	David French                         Neil Simon                    Wendy Wasersein- the Heidi 
•	David Rabe                              TS Elliot                           - Chronicles 
•	Edward Albee                        Rostand                            Caryl Churchill-cloud nine 
•	Henrik Ibsen                         Tom Stoppard                    Sean O’Casey 
•	Bernard Shaw                       David Mamet                    Norm Forster 
•	Thompson Highway             Susan Glaspell                   Shirley Jackson      
•	Samuel Becket                     Michel Trembley               Lillian Hellman 

            Stephen Sondheim

 
										
The following Questions will assist you in writing your criticism. Remember to select the 
questions that you feel best suits your understanding of the play you chose:

1. What is the story?


•	What is the author trying to tell the audience/reader about the world we live in?
•	What theme(s) are being explored and how do they relate to our society today ?
•	What’s the deeper meaning underneath the plot and all the words?

2.	What’s the time period?
	
	How does the time period reflect the themes in the story?
What challenges would you face if you had to direct this play in this time period? For 
example, costumes, old furniture, and accents.

3.	What’s the location?

	Is there one set or are there multiple places that the story take place?
	What kind of stage business would you give to your actors give the location?


4.	Time

	Does the play take place in the present or the past?
	How would you indicate to the audience the time of day?
	How would you indicate the passage of time?
Does your play have a beginning, middle and end OR does it start at the end or middle? 
What is the dramatic impact of this approach?

5.          What is the style?
•	Is your play a tragedy, comedy, or drama?
•	What makes it this style? Use specific examples from the play.
•	
6.	What affect should the play have on the audience? 			
•	Did they come to be entertained
•	What is the intention of the playwright: Political message, social commentary, or 
religious/moral message?
•	As a reader, did the play have a strong impact on you? Would the play present itself 
differently if you saw it live?

7.	Props

	Would the props be difficult to acquire for this play? Research how much it would be to     
         set the stage for your play.
	What kind of budget would you need to purchase or rent your desired prop choices?
	What is the most important prop in this play? and why?


8.	What’s the conflict?

•	A casual conversation is not a scene–a  play is a Struggle of wills, a contest, a kind of 
combat.
•	The secret of drama is difficulty, what is the difficulty in the play?
•	Audiences lose interest in characters who give up. What is the main conflict in the story. 
For example: Person vs Person, Person vs Society, Person vs Nature, Person vs Self.

9.	Who’s the protagonist? (main character)		
•	The person the audience is rooting for. Why would you support this character?
•	What indicates who the main character is despite the number of lines in the play?	
•	What is their character type and what is their flaw?
•	Would you like to play the main character’s role? Why?

10.	Who’s the antagonist? (The person that the main character is against). 
•	What traits does the character have to indicate that they are the antagonist?
•	Why is the audience always attracted to the “Bad Guy”?

11.	Who is the aggressor? (Who provokes the main character)

•	What does the aggressor do to provoke the action in the story. Would you write it 
differently?

12.	Directing

	What would your biggest challenges be if you were directing this play?	
	How many weeks would you need to rehearse this play and why?
	How many people would you have working on this production?
	What kinds of artistic choices would you make to offer a unique rendition? For example:
	How would you direct an original version of Romeo and Juliet?

Order of Goals


1.Select a playwright and play.
2.read the play (take notes during reading)
3.Write criticism- 3 pages, double spaces, 12 font, title page, stage design. 
________________________________________________________________________-


Part Two

After completing part one, you will know use the same play complete your next major unit on 
Project Design.

This project involves designing and drawing a ground plan to scale for your play. You must 
determine and style, color, and the line ( Slanted or parallel sets) needed for the play. Then, using 
the dimensions of our school stage- and taking into account the facilities available- design a 
workable ground plan using drapes, flats and screens.

How to prepare

1.	Having already read you play, determine the style (he locale, the time and period, the 
culture, social, economic status of the characters, the line. Heavy setting for tragedies, 
frivolous and curves for comedy) and the color to suggest the mood and locale of the 
play.

2.	Determine the ground-plan arrangement with all-necessary doors, windows, furniture, 
platform, stairs etc. Provide unity, balance and variety within your plan.

3.	Fill in the activity sheet provided; drawing the ground-plan to scale(1/4 inch equals 1 foot)

4.	Finally, when this is complete, you will prepare a 5 minute talk explaining your choice of 
color, line, style and type pf scenery. For this, you will need a large copy of your ground 
plan to show during your presentation. Lastly, a budget plan will be included outlining 
materials used, and construction time line. 

Order of goals

1.	Analyze your play ( style, line, color)
2.	Take measurements of stage and draw your stage plan.
3.	Rehearse and time your report to the class so it is smooth, informative, and interesting.

Part Three 

	When parts one and two are completed and graded, you will then move into your final 
components: The Scene Study. This simply involves you moving into a group and selecting one 
of the plays that each of you read to do a scene study and final performance with. (Details will 
follow)



